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96  EXT
JOHNNYS BARN
Outside of the barn we see Becky Jo, Shelby, and
Darby, gathered …

DAY
8, 19, 28,

29,  1 1/8

EXT. JOHNNYS BARN - DAY96 96

Outside of the barn we see Becky Jo, , and 
, gathered together trying to figure out what 

they’re going to do. The women are frantic, barely 
holding it together as Johnny too begins to unravel.

Shelby
Darby

JOHNNY
The only way out is to grab
what we can get the heck out
of here. Becky Jo, grab the
girls and take Doc’s car to my
brothers. Bad guy #1 and bad
guy #2, get this place ready
to torch.

BECKY JO
What are we going to do about
her, Johnny?

JOHNNY
What are “we” going to do?
What the heck were you
thinking? You were the
brilliant one that grabbed her
and took her.

BECKY JO
(mimicking Johnny)

Oh Baby, don’t worry,
nothing’s going to go wrong.
It will be like clockwork. No
one will get hurt. This is
what you learned in prison?

JOHNNY
Keep it up woman and you’ll go
down in the fire with the rest
of this dump. Now help the
girls, let’s move.
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Becky Jo grunts at Johnny then turns and goes into 
the house to help Shelby and Darby.

JOHNNY (CONT'D)
Where’s CB and Banjo? Somebody
go find those two yahoos and
tell them to get back here
now! Those idiots have the
cash from the bar and I want
them back here now!

The men dutifully start calling around looking for 
Banjo and CB as Johnny keeps pacing and drinking. The 
other men load up the trucks and grab what they can. 
Others place kindling and accelerants in key areas of 
the abandoned building so that they can easily set 
aflame.

CUT TO:


